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Left-dislocated elements seem to be extremely frequent, if not universal, across
languages. Despite their surface similarity, however, they tend to display strik-
ingly diUerent features, both structurally and functionally. Our purpose is to
investigate the structural variability of left-dislocation constructions cross-lin-
guistically. The study is based on a Vne-grained analysis of naturally occurring in-
stances of left dislocation in three geographically and genealogically distinct lan-
guages —Avatime (Kwa, Ghana), Tundra Yukaghir (isolate, north-eastern Siberia),
and Whitesands (Oceanic, Vanuatu). The formal parameters of variation investi-
gated include the frequency and type of resumption within the clause, integration
within the clause via case/cross-referencing on the verb, recursivity, and connec-
tivity eUects such as island sensitivity. We show that the degree of integration
of left-dislocation constructions in the sentence can vary from language to lan-
guage. This variability is used as a basis for a discussion of the notions of clause
and sentence, both within RRG and within general linguistic theory. We conclude
that there is no simple formal paradigm (e. g. integrated vs. non-integrated) to
satisfactorily explain the diversity we Vnd in this language sample. Instead, we
propose to diUerentiate diUerent degrees and types of integration, which seem to
provide a better account of cross-linguistic variation.
Jens Fleischhauer, Anja Latrouite & Rainer Osswald (eds.). 2016.
Explorations of the Syntax-Semantics Interface. Düsseldorf: dup.
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1 Introduction
The received wisdom about Left Dislocation (LD) is that it is a structure in which
an element of the clause does not occur in its canonical position, but precedes
its mother clause; the canonical position of the LD element is occupied by a
coreferential pronominal (e. g. Givón 1976, Dik 1978, Haegeman 1991, Alexiadou
2006, Shaer 2009). This is illustrated in (1).
(1) (. . .) Bunyan, you know, he’s older than the rocks (. . .) (Geluykens 1992:
90)
LD raises two major classiVcation problems. First, it is not the only type of struc-
ture in which elements in a clause are displaced to the left. On the one hand, there
is topicalisation (TOP), in which the left-displaced element is usually considered
to reside within the conVnes of the clause. On the other hand, various types of
online production phenomena, such as hesitations, false starts, self-corrections,
etc., often do not formally diUer from canonical LDs. Second, even if LD proper
is somehow disentangled from the rest of detachment structures, there is a con-
siderable variation within the category itself: some instances of LD are restricted
as to the type of resumptive expression, while others are undiUerentiated in this
respect; the presence of a prosodic break between the dislocated element and the
clause is frequent but optional; the same optionality characterises the presence
of connectivity eUects within LD structures.
These issues have bearing on both the practical question of classifying dis-
placed elements in a corpus of any one language and the question of the correct
syntactic analysis of LD. The necessity to diUerentiate LD from both speech dis-
Wuencies and clause-level phenomena (TOP) testiVes to its perceived status as re-
siding between a syntactic structure proper and a production-level phenomenon.
LD displays features of a syntactic template (see Lambrecht 2001, Alexiadou 2006
and Shaer 2009 for recent overviews) and has conventionalised discourse func-
tions (e. g. Prince 1997, 1998), but it does not seem to be fully integrated into the
clause to which it relates.
One consequence of this in-between status is that, at the level of identifying
and classifying individual instances of displacement in a corpus, there is no prin-
cipled way of telling LD and speech disWuencies apart. This has to be done on
an item-by-item basis with the help of various criteria such as presence of hesi-
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tation and self-correction markers, prosodic signals, and the reconstruction of the
general intention of the speaker.
The problem of telling apart instances of LD from those of TOP is a more intri-
cate and theory-laden one. The presence of a resumptive pronoun is considered
to be the main property by which LD is to be distinguished from TOP, which does
not permit resumptives (e. g. Gregory & Michaelis 2001: 1667). There are several
other criteria, prosodic and syntactic, that are often adduced as characteristic for
LD. It is claimed that LD forms a prosodic phrase marked by boundary tones
and/or a prosodic break. However, this does not seem to be universally applica-
ble: special prosodic phrasing is at best optional in a number of languages and can
therefore not be used as a deVnitive criterion to identify LD (see e. g. Geluykens
1992: 92U. for English, Avanzi et al. 2010 and Avanzi 2011 for French, Feldhausen
2008: 175U. for Catalan). The syntactic criteria are based on the idea that elements
outside of the clause proper cannot be sensitive to clause-internal constraints,
while those that are within the clause do not react to discourse-level restrictions.
It has been claimed that TOP is sensitive to island constraints, anaphor binding,
and similar phenomena, while LD is not; and vice versa, LD is restricted with
respect to syntactic contexts in which it can appear (ban on embedding) and with
respect to word class (no LD adverbs, due to lack of reference), while TOP does
not display restrictions of this kind (Shaer 2009). There are also problems with
these types of criteria: Vrst, they do not seem to be universally true (there are
diUerences even between such closely related languages as English and German,
Shaer 2009); second, connectivity tests, island tests etc. are applicable only after
the fact, i. e. only after a construction has been already identiVed as an instance
of LD or TOP, and are as such not useful in detecting LD structures in naturally
occurring speech.
This variability of the properties of LD — the second classiVcatory problem
introduced above — has led linguists to postulate the existence of a number of dif-
ferent subtypes of LD, the major ones being Hanging Topic LD and ‘Movement’
LD1, reanalysed as Integrated and Non-Integrated LD in recent research (Shaer
2009)2. The non-integrated type is prosodically separated, displays no connec-
1 The latter includes Contrastive LD in Germanic and Clitic LD in Romance (Anagnostopoulou 1997,
Cinque 1997, Alexiadou 2006).
2 This distinction is often obfuscated by terminological confusion: some authors use the term left
dislocation only for the non-integrated, hanging-topic type (e. g. Ross 1967[1986], Cinque 1990),
while others (e. g. Altmann 1981, Frey 2004) restrict it to the integrated types. In this paper, the
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tivity eUects, etc., and is therefore clearly extraclausal. The integrated types are
prosodically integrated, have a restricted repertoire of resumptives, show connec-
tivity, etc., so that they count as somehow more integrated into the clause. The
important point is that the common denominator for the assumed variable types
is still the resumptive expression: since all other features are unevenly distributed
across LD types, resumptives are the only reliable indicator of the LD structure.
However, this focus on resumptive pronouns is also problematic, as it leaves a
number of phenomena outside the scope of LD studies. Firstly, it excludes the so-
called Chinese-style topics (Chafe 1976), which share a number of features with
typical LDs, but cannot be cross-referenced with resumptive pronouns. Secondly,
the status of adjuncts and many types of adverbials is unclear, as some of these
kinds of expressions seem to canonically appear in positions which resemble LD
but are at best optionally followed by a resumptive pronoun (Lambrecht 2001:
1059). Thirdly, the focus on resumptive pronouns ignores languages which, due
to the possibility of zero anaphora, do not need resumptive elements but may still
have LD. This paper tackles these issues in some detail.
With respect to its syntactic structure, there is little agreement on how LD
should be analysed. Much has been written about LD in the generative frame-
work, and no consensus seems to have been reached. Some approaches seem
to assume that LD elements have a speciVed position in the left periphery of
the clause (see Section 3.1 for discussion of this approach). Since this kind of
analysis incurs a number of problems, a diUerent analysis has been proposed,
according to which LD elements are so-called orphans, i. e. separate sentential
fragments that are not part of the syntactic structure but are linked to the clause
via discourse-level linking rules (Haegeman 1991). As we indicated above, not
all LD constructions are the same, so that integrated LD elements are commonly
treated as left-peripheral within the clausal domain, while non-integrated LD ele-
ments are analysed as orphans. Some recent proposals (De Cat 2007, Ott 2012)
remove integrated LDs from the clausal domain, too, and consider them to be
separate referential and/or clausal entities; their intra-clausal properties are ex-
plained via ellipsis or adjunction. In eUect, these recent approaches bring the two
postulated types of LD closer together, treating them both as extraclausal entities.
For the sake of brevity, we shall use the term ‘orphan’ for all types of analysis that
term LD is used broadly to cover all types of structures that include pre-clausal elements, as has
become common in the literature in the last decade.
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assume an extra-clausal nature of LD elements, irrespective of the details of the
analysis itself.
In Role and Reference Grammar (RRG), two syntactic domains are recognised:
clause and sentence (Foley & Van Valin 1984, Van Valin & LaPolla 1997, Van Valin
2005). For the purposes of this paper, we assume quite simple deVnitions of these
two domains. The clause is the domain that comprises everything that depends
on the predicate plus clause-level adjuncts (see Van Valin & LaPolla 1997 on the
notion of dependency, and Van Valin 2005 on types of adjuncts). The sentence
comprises one or more coordinate or co-subordinate clauses, and/or extraclausal
elements which have a determinate position in the syntactic architecture, such
as sentence-level adjuncts (Van Valin 2005); in practice, sentences are often coex-
tensive with clauses. The essential point is that the clause is not the only level at
which syntactic rules operate, but that there is one more level, not directly bound
by the predicate, but still subject to syntactic, as opposed to discourse, rules —
the level of sentence. This allows for a dedicated position for LD elements, the
left-detached position (LDP), which is, as it were, between integrated and non-
integrated: within the sentence but outside of the clause (Van Valin & LaPolla
1997: 36).
The purpose of this paper is to assess the status of LD from a cross-linguistic
perspective. We investigate whether LD exists as a grammatical phenomenon
in three non-European languages and if so, whether this is the same grammat-
ical phenomenon in each of the languages. The paper deals with LD in three
genealogically unrelated and geographically distant languages — Avatime (Kwa,
Niger-Congo; spoken in Ghana), Tundra Yukaghir (Paleo-Siberian, Isolate; spo-
ken in north-eastern Siberia) and Whitesands (Oceanic, Austronesian; spoken in
Vanuatu). We show that there is no single linguistic property that can reliably
identify LD constructions crosslinguistically. Instead, we need a set of criteria
which is diUerent from language to language. Furthermore, the contradictory ev-
idence of syntactic tests and morphological clues seem to imply that there might
not be one or two right syntactic analyses of LD, but LDs have to be deVned on
a language-to-language basis. This means that diUerent structures labelled Left
Dislocation are in a relationship of family resemblance to each other rather than
being mere instantiations of one or two universal syntactic structures.
To make comparison possible, we make use of a heuristic concept of LD, which
does not have any ontological pretensions apart from enabling the researcher to
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Vnd structurally and/or functionally similar structures. This procedure resem-
bles Haspelmath’s (2010) idea of comparative concepts which are devised as a
tertium comparationis for cross-linguistic research deVned on the basis of mini-
mal common denominators. Our heuristic concept of LD comprises all structures
which include an element that precedes the clause and stands in some kind of
relationship to it, excluding those instances which are readily identiVed as speech
disWuencies. Importantly, we do not assume any deVnition of LD but rather de-
Vne what LD is for each language and only subsequently try to determine the
similarities and diUerences.
We have identiVed LD elements in corpora of spontaneous speech which were
collected during Veldtrips to the communities where the languages are spoken.
In addition, we have done some elicitation to collect grammaticality judgments
in order to obtain negative evidence or check whether constructions not found
in the corpora are possible. Our corpora comprise various genres, including con-
versations, public speeches and narratives. Each corpus contains roughly seven
hours of text. The examples used in the paper come from these larger corpora.
For statistical purposes, a smaller corpus of one to two hours from each language
was chosen. The numerical data in the paper refer to the instances of LD found in
these subsets of the larger corpora.
The paper is organised as follows. In the next section, we outline the syntactic
features required to identify LD in the target languages. We then use the struc-
tures identiVed in this way as a basis for our comparison and discuss structural
similarities and diUerences between the systems in Section 3. Section 4 concen-
trates on the nature of LD in the three languages. We also consider what additions
or changes need to be made in the typology of LD, given the data presented in this
chapter. We conclude in Section 5 with remarks on how RRG could best handle
an updated typology, and highlight potential areas for future research.
2 Identifying left dislocation in three languages
In this section we describe the deVning features of LD in Avatime, Tundra Yuk-
aghir and Whitesands. Before we go into the details of each language, two gen-
eral observations need to be made. Firstly, all three languages make use of zero
anaphora to refer to deVnite speciVc referents, usually those that are active or
activated in the given context. As the referent of the LD element is necessar-
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ily activated at the moment when the clause that follows it is pronounced, these
kinds of languages can practically always use NP gaps that are coreferential with
the LD element. In other words, if the clause following the displaced element
does not contain a resumptive, this does not necessarily mean that it is not LD.
Resumptives, even though helpful in identifying LD structures, are thus not suf-
Vcient as diagnostics of LD in these languages. Secondly, prosody is not a reliable
indicator of LD in any of the three languages: LD can be signalled by a prosodic
break, but this is not necessarily the case and, more importantly, a prosodic break
does not necessarily indicate LD.
2.1 Avatime
In Avatime, word order is rigidly SVO. Apart from LD, the only displacement con-
struction is the focus construction, in which the focused element occurs clause-
initially and is marked with the focus marker, which is a Vnal extra-high tone.
There is no topicalisation construction. Subjects are obligatorily marked on the
verb (e. g. Avatime is head-marking with respect to the subject3) and there is no
case marking. The sentence structure in Avatime looks as follows:
(2) LD&AdjunctClause_[Foc_[S_V_O]]
LD is most easily recognized in Avatime by the occurrence of a resumptive el-
ement. Of all identiVed cases of left-dislocated objects (N = 75), 91 % (N = 68)
have a resumptive element, as in (3). The other 7 % are identiVed as LD simply by
occurring before the verb (4), which is otherwise not possible for an object (unless
marked as focused with the Vnal extra-high tone). Of left-dislocated subjects (N =
58), 36 % (N = 21) are identiVed as LD by the occurrence of a resumptive element.
An example can be seen in (5). This percentage is smaller than that for objects
because independent subject pronouns, unlike object pronouns, are optional, due
to the obligatory subject marking on the verb. The subject LD cases without inde-
pendent resumptive element are identiVed as such because the LD element occurs
before a focused element, which forms the left-edge of the clause (6), or because it
3 An issue which we shall not be able to tackle here is the status of head marking. Many languages
obligatorily mark arguments on the head of the phrase. The question is: Does head marking count
as a resumptive element? If it does, either all arguments are double-instantiated, or all lexical
arguments should be treated as LD (see Lambrecht 2001: 1056, and especially Van Valin 2013).
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occurs before another LD element, an adjunct clause or a conjunction. Summing
up, LD in Avatime is deVned as follows:
(a) any phrase followed by a co-referential resumptive pronoun or noun (3), (5);
(b) any non-S argument preceding the subject and/or the verb which is not
marked with the focus marker (4);
(c) any argument preceding the focus-marked phrase, an adjunct clause, a con-
junction or another LD phrase (5), (6).
(3) lì.-fì.flì.-nE
c3s-porridge-def
E`E´-sOlì.
c1s.sbj.prog-catch
lE
c3s
‘The porridge, he was catching it.’
(4) kpeve
Kpeve
tsyE
too
òmonò
today
í-tanu
c2p.sbj.neg-be.able
ze
be.at
Ø
‘Kpeve too, today it (okra) was not there.’
(5) kO
then
li-bí
c3s-wound
l´E-l O`
c3s-dist
gì
rel
li.-kpasí
c3s.sbj-be.in
wo
2sg.pos
li-po-le
c3s-stomach-def
mè
inside
kO
then
lE
c3s
tsyE
too
li-tse
c3s.sbj-die
‘Then that wound in your stomach, then that too will heal (literally: die).’
(6) wO
2sg
tsyE
too
á-dei-lá
c3p-corn-def:foc
wE`E´-ta
2sg.sbj.prog-chew
wìyàwìyà
id
te
like.that
‘You too, you are chewing corn like that.’
2.2 Tundra Yukaghir
Tundra Yukaghir is rigidly head-Vnal, with a relatively free preverbal ordering of
elements; the only exception is the focus-marked phrase, which is adjacent to the
verb and forms a phrase with it (Matić&Nikolaeva 2014). The argument structure
is indexed both on arguments, by means of a rich case system, and on the verb.
Verbs are always fully head-marked for subjects; the object marking on the verb
is less direct, based on two separate sets of suXxes for transitive and intransitive
verbs. Tundra Yukaghir does not allow for centre-embedding of adjunct clauses,
formed with converbal forms of the verb, which are clause-initial as a rule. The
structure of the Tundra Yukaghir sentence can be summarised as follows:
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(7) LD_[AdjunctClause_S&O_[Foc_V]]
In LD, resumptive elements are possible, but relatively rare: 36 % (N = 4) of LD
subjects (N = 11) and 40 % (N = 13) of objects (N = 33) are re-instantiated with a
resumptive (8). In cases without a resumptive, there are two criteria which can be
adduced to identify LD. First, if an element precedes an adjunct clause, it must
count as LD (9). Second, if an initial element does not carry the case which is
governed by the verb, it can only be left-dislocated (10). In sum, three criteria for
LD can be deVned on the basis of these structural properties. LD is:
(a) any phrase followed by a co-referential resumptive pronoun or noun (8);
(b) any argument preceding the adjunct clause (9);
(c) any left-peripheral phrase which is not in the case governed by the predicate
(10).
(8) pureː -n´@-j
berry-com-ptcp
rukun,
thing
tudel
he
jawul
road
@l=icˇoː -cˇoː n
neg=look-priv
qajl’-Ga
stone-loc
jewgecˇ
stumble.intr.3sg
‘The one with the berries, he didn’t look at the road and he stumbled on a
stone.’
(9) mit
1pl
aruː l@k
tongue-inst
l’eː
ptl
[n´i=joː -r]
rec=see-ss.impf.cvb
Ø moː rq@n
only
ann´aː -nun-d’@li
speak-hab-intr.1pl
‘Our language, we speak it only when we meet.’
(10) mit
1pl
aruː
language
könm@-l’@
other-nlzr
Ø @l=kuril’iː ,
neg=know.neg.3sg
met
1sg
ten
dem
ann´aː -nun-d’@ŋ.
speak-hab-intr.1sg
‘Our language, some don’t know it, and I’m able to speak it.’
(canonical case: accusativemit aruː -Gan@)
2.3 Whitesands
Whitesands is a verb-medial language, with a strict ordering of constituents (SVO).
The argument structure is marked by word order, as there is no overt case mark-
ing for core arguments. There is no evidence to suggest that topicalisation or any
other strategy has any inWuence on the ordering of constituents, so that LD is
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the only construction that can alter the SVO order. Verbs are obligatorily head-
marked for subjects through a series of agreement preVxes. This agreement preVx
alone is often a suXcient argument (i. e. it does not require an additional nominal
instantiation), and no referential information can intercede between the preVx
and the predicate. All other verbal morphology is either clause operators, or
manner/direction information. The Whitesands sentence structure can be sum-
marised as:
(11) LD_[S_V_O_Obl]
LD is often resumed by a pronoun, but this is not obligatory, as there are cases
of non-subject LD without resumption (14). For LD of subject arguments, re-
sumption is the only clear criterion for identiVcation, as there are no unique in-
tonational or morphosyntactic cues that indicate that a constituent is no longer
in the original pre-verbal position. For non-subject constituents identiVcation of
LD is clearer, since any pre-subject phrase must be considered a LD. These can
occur with or without a resumptive element. If a non-subject, non-possessive
constituent is resumed as a pronoun, this is usually in the special resumptive
form la- (sg) or e- (non-sg) (12). Thus, LD is:
(a) any phrase followed by a co-referential resumptive pronoun or noun (12);
(b) any non-subject argument that precedes the subject constituent or preVxed
verb (13),(14).
(12) nepien
bait
m@n
pl
u
prox
kitah
1pl
kostawafa
1-prog.neg.pl-troll
anah
yet
iien
neg
la-n
res-3sg
‘These baits here, we haven’t Vshed them yet.’
(13) tupunis
tupunis
t-am-aro
3sg-pst-why
m-ø-@taŋit
er-sg-break.by.dropping
Ø
‘The tupunis, how did it break?’
(14) nanmetaw
hook
u
prox
ne-k-ø-ek
2-npst-sg-touch
Ø
‘This (Vshing) hook, you touch it.’
2.4 Summary
The positional and morphological criteria for all three languages are summarised
in Table 1.
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Resumptive
element
Non-governed
case
Position
Pre-Subject Pre-Focus Pre-Adjunct-
Clause
Avatime + + + +
Tundra Yukaghir + + +
Whitesands + +
Table 1: Criteria for LD in Avatime, Tundra Yukaghir and Whitesands
What is clear from the above is that there are no reliable criteria to determine LD
cross-linguistically. Resumptives do universally indicate LD, but they are merely
a suXcient, not a necessary condition for a structure to count as LD, since zero
anaphora is frequent across languages. As adumbrated in the introduction, the
criteria have to be established on a language-to-language basis, depending on
the structural properties of the language, including features such as branching
direction, head vs. dependent marking, structural positions for subjects, centre
embedding of adjunct clauses, the phrasal nature of the focus, etc. In the next
section, we will investigate structural similarities and dissimilarities between LD
in the target languages. We demonstrate that all three languages do have a gram-
maticalised type of LD, i. e. a grammatically deVned construction including some
kind of extraclausal element occurring before the clause.
3 Similarities and dissimilarities
The investigation of the syntactic properties of the LD structures identiVed with
the help of the criteria described in the previous section yields mixed results:
while some of the features occur in all three languages and point to syntactic
similarities, others are restricted to only one of the languages and imply under-
lyingly diUerent structures. In this section, we enumerate the most important
similarities and diUerences between LD structures in Avatime, Tundra Yukaghir
andWhitesands and discuss them in an informal way; the results will be analysed
in more detail in Section 4.
3.1 Shared features
Features that all three languages share shed some light on the nature of the syn-
tactic positions of LD. First, LD can be iterated: multiple LDs are attested in all
three languages, as illustrated in (15), (16) and (17).
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(15) Avatime
mO
1sg.ctr
mE
1sg
te
like.this
xunyOE,
ctr
mebi
1sg.poss:children
t.iabài,
c1s.two
bE-ki.
c1p.sbj-give
bai
c1p
ku-plikpa.
c6p-letter
‘As for me, like this, my two childreni, they gave themi letters.’
(16) Tundra Yukaghir
taŋ
that
an´mil,
transport.dog
taŋ
that
laː m@-p-l@,
dog-pl-acc
taŋ
that
cˇiː,
people
taŋ,
that
titt@
3pl.poss
laːm@-p@-Gan@
dog-pl-acc
waːj
again
titt@l
3pl
taːt
thus
n´eːd’il
story
ŋo-riː-nun-ŋaː,
be-appl-hab-3pl.tr
jaqtaː-nun-ŋi.
sing-hab-3pl.intr
‘Those sledge dogs, those dogs, those people, uhm, they tell stories about
their dogs, they sing (about them).’
(17) Whitesands
swah
man
u,
prox
in
3sg
u,
prox
Nalaw
Nalaw
t-am-ol
3sg-pst-make
trapol
trouble
kam
to
lah.
3pl
‘This man here, he, Nalaw made the trouble for them.’
The question of multiple LDs has been a part of the discussion on the proper po-
sition of LD elements. A long-standing line of (mostly generative) research (e. g.
Lasnik & Saito 1992: 78U, Puskás 2000: 190) considers LD and TOP to occupy the
same, left-peripheral position, and to diUer only in the type of the movement op-
eration involved. One indication for this is thought to be the alleged impossibility
of having multiple LD elements in languages like English, Italian and Hungar-
ian4 — if there is only one position for LD elements, then there can be only one
such element per clause. Our data show that this is not the case in our target lan-
guages, and, consequently, no special non-iterative left-peripheral position can be
assumed.5 Instead, the possibility of multiple LDs seems to indicate either a fully
4 The empirical validity of this claim remains to be re-investigated.
5 It is, of course, possible to construe a special clause-internal functional projection for each of the
multiple LD elements in the spirit of linguistic cartography, as Vrst conceived by Rizzi ( 1997). We
reject this possibility on methodological grounds. The procedure of multiplying functional projec-
tions whenever a need occurs is, as pointed out by Bouchard (2009), among others, so generous
to the analysing linguist that it can generate any surface word order, which makes it practically
unfalsiVable.
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separate sentential fragment (an ‘orphan’), or a repeatable syntactic operation,
such as adjunction (see Shaer 2009: 387 on the impossibility of diUerentiating
orphans and adjuncts by way of multiple LDs). In any case, multiple LDs show
that LD in Avatime, Whitesands and Tundra Yukaghir is not tied to one dedicated
position in the left periphery of the clause.
Second, so-called Chinese-style topics occur in all three languages. We follow
Chafe (1976) in using this term to denote preclausal elements which do not play
an argument or an adjunct role in the clause, but are interpreted as delimiting
the Veld of relevance of the proposition expressed by the clause, as in The earth-
quake, the government was slow to help. Due to their clear connectedness to the
clause and the relevance they have for its interpretation, these elements clearly
fall under our heuristic concept of LD (Section 1); furthermore, as we show in
Section 4.2, Chinese-style topics have the same syntactic distribution as LD with
resumptive elements in at least one of the target languages, Avatime. Examples
(18), (19) and (20) illustrate left dislocated Chinese-style topics in Avatime, Tundra
Yukaghir and Whitesands.
(18) Avatime
ku-wò=e,
c5s-fever=cm
a-wlakpa-là
c3p-leaf-def
lE-gbí.
c3p.sbj-many
‘Fever, there are many leaves (sc. that can be used to cure it).’
(19) Tundra Yukaghir
qajl’,
stone
tude
refl.poss
ugurcˇ@
leg
pun´-l’@l-m@l@
hurt-evid-obj.foc.3sg
‘Stone, he hurt his leg.’
(20) Whitesands
mani,
money
parien
true
t-ol
3sg.npst-make
had,
hard
ah
hes
mani, (0.5)
money
metou
but
sait
side
raha
poss
nawanien,
food
kapa
no
‘Money, it is true that it is hard, money, but in terms of food, no.’
We see Chinese-style topics as a further indication that LD in our three languages
is not tied to an argument-like position within the left periphery of the clause, as
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LD elements in (18)–(20) are certainly not argument-like entities. The interesting
fact is that, in their capacity as delimiters of relevance, Chinese-style topics take
scope over the whole clause. This can once again be interpreted in two ways:
Chinese-style topics in the three target languages are either separate clausal frag-
ments whose scope-taking properties are a product of pragmatic inference at the
level of discourse, or they are adjoined to the clause and are thus structurally high
enough to be able to scope over the whole proposition.
Thirdly, in all three languages, LD structures display lack of sensitivity to is-
land constraints, as shown by the dependencies between the LD and an argument
of classical syntactic islands, adjunct (examples (21) and (22)) and relative clauses
(23). Island violations with a resumptive pronoun in the island are attested in
natural discourse in all three languages, and even without the resumptive pro-
noun, these constructions are still judged grammatical in Tundra Yukaghir and
Whitesands and by some Avatime speakers.
(21) Tundra Yukaghir
taŋ
that
köː d’@doː i,
boy
awjaː
yesterday
[en´eː -gi
mother-3poss
(tude-Gan@)i
3sg-acc
ubaː nu-d@-Ga]
kiss-3-ds.cvb
kewecˇ@li.
leave.intr.1pl
‘That boyi, we left while his mother was giving (himi) a kiss.’
(22) Whitesands
Johni,
John
niamaha
anger
t-em-eru
3sg-pst-see
[m@
comp
in
3sg
koi
that
k-am-eni
3-pst-say
nerek
poison
i]
trns
‘Johni was angry because they said that hei is poisonous.’ [literally: John,
the anger saw him because he was said to be poisonous.]
(23) Avatime
O´-dzE´
c1s-woman
l´E-l O`=Ei
c1s-prox=cm
mè-te
1sg.sbj-know
ó-nyime
c1s-man
[gì
rel
a-tá-gbanì.
c1s.sbj-int-marry
yEi]
c1s
‘This womani, I know the man who will marry heri.’
The way these island violations are interpreted depends on one’s theory of syn-
tactic islands (see HoUmeister & Sag 2010 and Boeckx 2012 for good overviews).
On syntactic accounts of islands, subjacency-based or otherwise, examples like
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(21), (22) and (23) entail that the LD element does not belong to the same syn-
tactic domain as the gap/pronoun with which it enters the Vller-gap dependency.
On a processing account, the LD element is processed separately from the clausal
domain, so that its coreference with a gap does not overburden the human parser.
On both accounts, the lack of island constraints in LD constructions in Avatime,
Tundra Yukaghir and Whitesands shows again that LD elements cannot be con-
sidered elements of the clause-internal left periphery. As is the case with the
previous two properties, island insensitivity is compatible with both adjunction
and orphan analyses of the LD in the target languages. In RRG terms, this means
that LD is either within the sentence, but outside of the clause, or that it is a
separate sentence fragment.
Finally, all three languages allow noun phrases as resumptive elements. Exam-
ples are given in (24), (25) and (26).
(24) Avatime
kipE
t.o.medicine
mó-te
1sg.sbj.neg-know
ki-diyE
c4s-thing:prox
bE-kO
c1p.sbj-take
b‘i.tE
make
kipE
t.o.medicine
xunyO
ctr
‘Kipe (type of medicine), I don’t know those things they use to make kipe.’
(25) Tundra Yukaghir
laː m@-l@k,
dog-inst
lewejm@d@ŋ
in.summer
qan´d’@m@d@ŋ
in.winter
taŋ
that
laː m@-l@k
dog-inst
an´mil-n´aː -nun-ŋi.
riding-prop-hab-3pl.intr
‘With dogs, in summer as in winter, they travel with dogs (sc. on dog
sledges).’
(26) Whitesands
penses
pliers
raha-n,
poss-3sg
ko
then
penses
pliers
raha-n
poss-3sg
t-askilim
3sg.npst-hold
‘His pliers, then his pliers have grabbed it.’
Note that full NPs that function as resumptive elements are not epithets, which
according to some analyses can be bound clause-internally (see Alexiadou 2006).
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These examples are therefore problematic for those accounts in which the LD
element occurs in the left periphery of the clause in a dedicated position. The
problem is that a clause-internal LD element would be co-indexed with an R-
expression which it c-commands, in violation of Principle C of the Binding theory
(Shaer 2009). If we treat LD as adjoined, the problem of the binding of resumptive
NPs could be solved by assuming that adjuncts do not form an obligatory binding
domain, as with certain types of English PPs (Theyi hid the money behind themi,j).
Of course, no stipulation is necessary if we assume that LD elements are orphans.
For an RRG-based account, this does not necessarily follow. LD can be an orphan
or an adjunct, but it can also be an element in the left-detached position (LDP)
outside the clause but inside the sentence. In this way, it would be outside of the
binding domain but still part of a larger syntactic unit.
The evidence of the features that all three target languages share suggests that
LD in these languages does not have a dedicated clause-internal left-peripheral
position. One possible way to save the clause-internal analysis of at least some
instances of LD would be to try and diUerentiate diUerent types of LD within
each language, similar to the analyses that have been proposed for Germanic
and Romance languages, so that one type of LD would be clause-internal and
derived by some kind of movement, while the other would be of the clause-
external hanging topic type (see Section 1). However, we were not able to Vnd
any clustering of features that would justify this division. For instance, it is not
the case the tokens of LD carrying features that indicate extra-clausal LD, such
as multiple LD, Chinese-style LD, or resumptive NPs, are characterised by one set
of morphophonological properties (prosodic break, non-restricted resumptives,
etc.), whereas those tokens that do not have these features have a diUerent set
of properties (no break, restricted type and position of the resumptive, etc.). We
therefore assume that each of the target languages has only one type of LD, in
absence of evidence to the contrary.
The shared features listed above indicate that the LD structure in Avatime, Tun-
dra Yukaghir and Whitesands can be treated as (a) a sentence-internal element,
outside of the clause proper but inside the sentence (in RRG terms) (b) adjoined to
the clause at the sentential level (both in generative and in RRG terms), or (c) as an
independent utterance (’orphan’) connected to the clause inferentially. Options
(a) and (c) seem more likely because of the occurrence of resumptive nominal
phrases.
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3.2 Structural diUerences
The three target languages diUer in a number of respects, which seems to indicate
that the position of LD elements in each of them might be similar, but is not
identical. In what follows, we address the two most conspicuous diUerences.
The Vrst diverging feature is the possibility of embedded LD structures. As
early as Ross (1967 [1987]), it was noted that LD structures cannot occur within
embedded clauses. This has been considered a criterial property of the non-
integrated type of LD, which immediately follows from its position outside of
the clause proper: if it is the clause that is embedded, than elements that do not
belong to it cannot undergo this syntactic operation (apart from some marginal
exceptions identiVed by Ross; cf. Aissen 1992: 68). Among our target languages,
Tundra Yukaghir and Whitesands fully conform to this restriction, as shown for
Tundra Yukaghir in (27). In Avatime, however, LD elements can freely appear in
all complement and some adjunct clauses, as in (28) and (29) (see Van Putten 2014
for more detail).
(27) Tundra Yukaghir
* awjaː
yesterday
[Ivan,
Ivan
Poː d’@
Pod’e
tude-Gan@
3sg-acc
paj-oː l-Gan@]
hit-stat.nlzr-acc
m@=jöː -ŋ
ex=see-tr.1sg
Intended reading: * ‘Yesterday, I saw that Ivan, Pod’e hit him’.
(28) Avatime
si.
tell
ba
c1p
sì.
comp
[ì-tsré
c2p-okra
lO
dist
gì
rel
El`Om
Elom
a-kO`
c1s.sbj-take
maní
bring
ke-pa
c6s-house
mE`
inside
ba-da
c1p.sbj.sbjv-sell
lE
c3s
kí.
give
wO]
2sg
‘Tell them that the okra that Elom brought to the house, they should sell it to
you.’
(29) Avatime
blO
1pl
petee
all
kí.à-tsa
1pl.sbj.pot-meet
[tO
purp
ki.-bO`-E
c4s-money-def
bí.à-lE
c1p.sbj.pot-share
kE
c4s
kí.
give
O`-ma
c2s-town
kákaa]
every
‘We will all meet so that the money, we share it to every town.’
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The obvious conclusion to be drawn out of this is that LD in Avatime is in some
way more closely integrated with its host clause than is the case in Tundra Yuk-
aghir and Whitesands. More precisely, it seems to be the case that in Avatime,
but not in Tundra Yukaghir and Whitesands, LD and the clause form a unit which
is a syntactic object that can be subject to embedding. This means that Avatime
LD elements cannot be analysed as orphans, i. e. independent utterances that are
linked to the clause via discourse linking.
The second feature in which the target languages diUer is the nature of the
resumptive expression. It has been noticed before that LD structures can dif-
fer in the type of the resumptive expression, both within and across languages.
It is usually assumed that the integrated type tends to employ a specialised re-
sumptive pronoun in well-deVned positions, whereas non-integrated LD allows
for all types of resumptive expressions in all positions (see Alexiadou 2006 and
Shaer 2009). All our target languages allow for both nominal and pronominal
resumptive elements, as well as zero anaphora (see Sections 2 and 3.1), but only
Whitesands also has a specialised pronominal form which occurs only with LD. In
Whitesands, this LD-speciVc pronominal expression is la- (sg) or e- (non-sg), as
illustrated in (30). Regular independent pronouns can also be used as resumptives,
as in (31).
(30) Whitesands
ra
poss
tiapen
tuna
m@n
pl
ahai
that
n-am-at-ivi
2-pst-prog-sg-pull
lai
res
‘Those tunas, you Vsh them.’
(31) Whitesands
ka-Sauiehi
deic-Sauieh
ini
3sg
t-apa
3sg.npst-no
m-ø-uven
er-sg-go
m-ø-ol
er-sg-make
tion
join
e
dat
‘But this Sauieh, he didn’t want to, so he went and joined in.’
Since syntactic tests yield identical results for both la and all other types of re-
sumptives, we assume that Whitesands does not have two or more LD structures
on a par with languages like German or Italian (see e. g. Cinque 1997, Grohmann
& Boeckx 2004). In other words, Whitesands has developed a specialised marker
of coreference with the LD element without concomitant syntactic specialisation.
The existence of such a marker seems to imply a closer connection between the
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LD and the clause than would be the case if LD were fully syntactically inde-
pendent, i. e. it points in the same direction as the embedded LD structures in
Avatime. Whitesands thus has one signal of closer integration of LD elements
with their host clauses.
3.3 An interim summary
The similarities and dissimilarities of LD structures in Avatime, Tundra Yukaghir
and Whitesands are summarised in Table 2.
multiple
LD
Chinese-
style
LD
island in-
sensitivity
resumptive
NPs
embedded
LD
specialised
resump-
tive
Avatime + + + + +
Tundra Yukaghir + + + +
Whitesands + + + + +
Table 2: Features of LD in Avatime, Tundra Yukaghir and Whitesands
The evidence of the six criteria applied here is contradictory. On the one hand,
the four shared features described in Section 3.1 point to an analysis of LD as non-
integrated, be it as an orphan or adjunct (both in RRG and in generative terms)
or as a sentential extraclausal element (RRG). On the other hand, embedded LDs
in Avatime and the specialised resumptive la in Whitesands can be understood
only if we assume a more integrated nature of LD in these two languages. In
the following section, we shall try to tackle this dilemma from a more general
perspective and oUer a tentative conclusion.
4 The nature of LD
4.1 Status of LD in Tundra Yukaghir
Tundra Yukaghir provides the only relatively clear case of fully non-integrated
LD. The features enumerated in Sections 2.2 and 3 point to syntactic indepen-
dence of the LD element from the clause. Approaches that recognise only one
syntactic level, the level of the clause, must treat non-integrated LD construc-
tions as consisting of a separate sentential fragment (orphan) linked to the re-
mainder of the utterance via discourse-based interpretive rules. If we analyse
Tundra Yukaghir LD within the framework of RRG, its non-integrated nature can
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be accounted for in two ways: (a) the left-dislocated element is an orphan, or (b)
the left-dislocated element occurs in the left-detached position (LDP), outside of
the clause but within the sentence, following the standard RRG analysis of LD.
For the latter analysis to work, we would have to assume that consecutive (non-
embedded) LDPs are allowed within one sentence, which is something of a moot
point in the theory; we will elaborate on this further in Section 5.
4.2 Status of LD in Avatime
At Vrst sight, most features of the Avatime LD construction characterise it as a
non-integrated structure. However, its frequent occurrence in embedded contexts
strongly points to an analysis as integrated LD. Importantly, there is no evidence
that there are two distinct types of LD in Avatime, an integrated and a noninte-
grated one. All the types of elements that can be left dislocated in main clauses
can also be left dislocated in embedded clauses. Even Chinese-style LD, which
could easily be conceived of as a separate type due to its loose connection to the
remainder of the sentence, is subject to embedding, as shown in (32).
(32) Avatime
nítemesì.
so
kui-do
1pl.sbj-say
sì.
comp
ì.-kOE´
c3p-custom
l´E-yá
c3p-prox
tete
like.this
O-bì.tE
inf-do
l`O=E
dist=cm
blO
1pl
ku. -lì.
1pl.sbj-be.at
ní
loc
committee
committee
líyE`
c1s:prox
abà
on
ní
loc
O`ʋanO´
Vane
yà
here
blO
1pl
petee
all
blO
1pl
kíà-dzE
1pl.sbj.pot-go
babiakpa
Biakpa
‘We said that the performance of those customs, we who are in this commit-
tee here in Vane, all of us will go to Biakpa.’
This means that the integrated and non-integrated features of Avatime LD need
to be reconciled within one analysis. To this end, we propose to add another
type of LD to the typology: loosely integrated LD. The label ‘loosely integrated’
captures the fact that Avatime LD elements cannot be analysed as orphans. Their
occurrence in embedded contexts implies that they form a unit together with
the remainder of the sentence. At the same time, they do not behave like other
integrated elements.
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One possible solution would be to analyse Avatime LD as adjunction. We have
seen in Section 3.1 that the occurrence of resumptive NPs is a possible problem for
this analysis, but that it can be solved by redeVning the binding domain in Ava-
time, i. e. by assuming that adjuncts are outside of the binding domain. If we take
a RRG perspective, the syntactic account of loosely integrated LD becomes un-
problematic. Avatime LD elements can occur in the left-detached position (LDP).
In this way they form a unit with the remainder of the sentence, but are outside
of the clause and thus not sensitive to clause-internal syntactic restrictions. The
occurrence of resumptive nouns is not a problem on this account, as the LD el-
ement is outside of the clause, i. e. of the binding domain. Chinese-style LD is
also unproblematic, as there are no restrictions on the semantic connectedness
of the element in the LDP to the clause. The only assumptions we have to make
are that sentences as a whole can be subject to embedding and again that the
LDP can be iterated, both of which are not diXcult to accommodate in the theory
(see Section 5). In conclusion, the loosely integrated LD of the Avatime type can
either be treated as an adjunct (if we assume a redeVnition of the binding domain)
or, with the assumptions mentioned above, as an element in the LDP within the
sentence.
4.3 Status of LD in Whitesands
LD in Whitesands, like in the other two languages, looks non-integrated at Vrst
sight. However, like Avatime, it also shows one symptom of integration: the spe-
cialised resumptive pronoun. As was shown in Section 3.2, Whitesands has a spe-
cialised resumptive pronoun la-/e-, which occurs only in LD constructions. This
pronoun is optional; regular independent pronouns, nouns and zero anaphora are
also allowed as resumptive elements.
This specialised resumptive pronoun leads to a problem under the orphan anal-
ysis: how can a separate syntactic fragment trigger a pronoun that is only used
with LD and not in other contexts? As mentioned in Section 3.2, there is no ev-
idence that Whitesands has more than one type of LD, such that one has a special
pronoun, while the other uses regular pronouns or NP gaps. This seems to leave
us with the option to assume that all LD structures in Whitesands are integrated,
in the way Italian Clitic LD or German Contrastive LD are integrated into the sen-
tence and trigger speciVc pronouns (Cinque 1997; see Alexiadou 2006 and Shaer
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2009 for an overview of the literature). However, we see no necessity to postu-
late that LD is of the integrated type in Whitesands because of la-resumptives.
Given that all other types of evidence point to its lack of integration, we pro-
pose a fourth type of LD to account for the Whitesands data: non-integrated
bound LD. This label is meant to refer to the type of LD in which LD elements
can be partially syntactically bound, despite being outside of the sentence. The
idea that independent syntactic units can be linked not only via discourse con-
straints, but also via syntactic rules, is supported by evidence that such clausal
phenomena par excellence as VP-ellipsis (Van Valin 2005: 231U) or case assign-
ment (Shimojo 2008) can occur across conversational turns, where the preceding
turn controls the syntax of the following turn. We thus presume that in White-
sands, under certain discourse conditions, a certain type of sentential fragment,
LD, can trigger the use of the special pronoun la-/e- in the clause instead of the
canonical personal pronoun. We still have no clear idea of the exact nature of
these discourse conditions, but the principle according to which pronoun choice
is triggered by previous clauses/sentences is well-attested cross-linguistically (see
e. g. Kuno 1987)6 and thus also a plausible explanation for the use of la-/e- in the
Whitesands LD construction.
4.4 Expanding the LD typology
As the previous two sections have shown, a simple two-way typology of non-
integrated LD versus integrated LD cannot capture all properties of the three
languages discussed in this paper. In particular Avatime and Whitesands show
properties of both integrated and non-integrated types of LD. There is no evidence
in these languages that some LD structures are integrated and some are non-
integrated. Therefore, we have proposed to add two more types of LD to the
typology, which are between integrated and non-integrated.
The Vrst type is loosely integrated LD. As the name suggests, this is a type of
integrated LD that is more loosely connected to the remainder of the sentence
than typical integrated LDs. This occurs in the situation in which an LD element
is within the sentence proper (integrated), but fails to be sensitive to certain
6 A well-known example is the choice between er/sie and der/die in German, which is (at least partly)
determined by the grammatical role of the antecedent in the previous sentence (see e. g. Bosch &
Umbach 2007, Bosch, Katz & Umbach 2007), such that er/sie will be preferably used with subject
antecedents, der/die with objects.
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phenomena within the sentence because of being in a position which cannot
control them. That is, if an LD construction is not sensitive to some characteristic
sentential processes, this still does not imply that it is outside of the sentence. As
we have shown in Section 4.2, this type of LD can explain the phenomena we Vnd
in Avatime, where LD appears to be have non-integrated properties but is at the
same time subject to embedding.
The second type we propose is non-integrated bound LD. This type can ac-
count for LD elements that are non-integrated but still control certain phenom-
ena in the sentence. We assume that it is possible for non-integrated LD elements
to entertain certain conventionalised, syntactic relationships with the following
sentence/clause. This type of LD accounts for the Whitesands data, where LD
shows all the signs of being non-integrated, even though there is a specialised
resumptive pronoun la which occurs only in LD constructions.
Our revised LD typology thus contains four categories: (i) non-integrated, (ii)
non-integrated bound, (iii) loosely integrated, and (iv) integrated. These are by
no means all possible types that could be envisaged and it may well be that the
typology needs to be further reVned if data from more languages is taken into
account.
5 Summary and conclusion
In this paper, we have investigated the LD constructions in three genealogically
and geographically distant languages, Avatime, Whitesands and Tundra Yukaghir,
in order to shed some light both on the possible variability of this seemingly
simple construction and to contribute to a deVnition of the category of LD which
can stand the test of data coming from languages not belonging to the Standard
Average European type.
We limited our exploration only to those cases of LD-like phenomena which are
reWected in the syntax, leaving out conversational phenomena such as false starts,
hesitations, etc. We show that the major means of identifying LD, resumptive
expressions, are indeed a reliable indicator of LD if they are present, but that, due
to productive mechanisms of zero anaphora in many languages, their absence is
not an indicator that no LD is involved. With this allegedly universal criterion for
LD out of the way, the only method of identifying LD remains a deVnition of the
construction on a language-to-language basis.
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Once the properties of the structures identiVed as LD in the target languages
are investigated, it turns out that the phenomena which look superVcially simi-
lar correspond to distinct syntactic structures in each of the languages. Tundra
Yukaghir LD seems to be an instance of fully non-integrated LD, most proba-
bly a separate syntactic unit, an orphan, lacking any clear syntactic connection
to the clause to which it interpretatively relates. While the structure of LD in
Whitesands seems to be similar, the connection to the clause is somewhat tighter,
as indicated by a conventionalised use of certain pronominal types as resump-
tives within the clause. Thus, while Tundra Yukaghir LD is of the proper non-
integrated kind, the corresponding structure in Whitesands belongs to a transi-
tional category of non-integrated bound LD. The evidence of syntactic tests for
Avatime shows that LD in this language belongs to the sentence and is thus of the
integrated type. However, LD elements fail to control some syntactic phenomena
which they should control if they had a dedicated position in the sentence hi-
erarchy. Reasons for this can be diUerent: LD elements might be sentence-level
adjuncts, or have some other property which prevents them from participating in
all sentence-level processes. However this phenomenon is explained, Avatime LD
can be classiVed as special, loose integrated type of LD.
We have left our discussion so far at a rather theory-neutral level, assuming
merely the existence of LDs separate from the sentence and those somehow inte-
grated into it. The question is what this revised typology means for RRG. How
can the distinction between integrated and non-integrated be captured in RRG
terms and can the categories of non-integrated bound LD and loosely integrated
LD Vt in?
The standard analysis of LD elements in RRG is that they occur in the left-
detached position (Van Valin 2005: 6), i. e. they are treated as a kind of entity be-
tween integrated and non-integrated in the classical generative division. Within
RRG, no notion of orphan has been proposed, but the idea of a separate syntactic
fragment could be easily accommodated in the theory. However, it is not immedi-
ately clear whether this is needed to account for LD within this framework. In the
generative theory, the notion of orphan accounts for the extraclausal properties
of non-integrated LD, since no intermediate level between clause and discourse
exists. However, in RRG, the LDP is already extraclausal. In fact, the LDP has
all properties that an orphan is supposed to have and at the same time it has the
advantage of being within the syntactic structure. This means that the LDP can
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also account for non-integrated LD, as well as for loosely integrated LD, as we
have seen in Section 4.2. On the other hand, we think that the existence of in-
dependent sentential fragments could be a useful addition to the theory, because
it would enable it to straightforwardly account for the diUerence between fully
non-integrated LD structures, such as the one in Tundra Yukaghir, and various
intermediate types, like the ones we found in Avatime and Whitesands.7
Our data can contribute to the theory in three further respects. First, it is
unclear whether RRG can deal with multiple LD elements in one sentence. In the
RRG sentence architecture, the assumption is usually made of only one LDP per
sentence. This would be a problem in the analysis of LD in Avatime, which clearly
includes the LDP and can nevertheless host more than one element. We do not
see any inherent reason for the assumption that the LDP is not iterative, so that
we would like to propose the possibility of multiple LDPs per sentence in RRG.
Secondly, RRG does not freely permit sentential subordination, which would be
necessary to account for Avatime subordinate LD. Sentential subordination is a
part of the RRG architecture, but it is restricted to sentences occurring in the
detached position of another sentence (Van Valin 2005: 192). We would propose
to extend the possibility of sentential subordination to other types of subordinate
clauses (for more details see Van Putten 2014). Finally, our Whitesands data
demonstrate that the repertoire of syntactic dependencies across sentences, which
has been limited to VP ellipsis and case assignment in the RRG literature (Section
4.3), can be expanded to include specialised resumptive pronouns triggered by
LD elements across sentence boundaries, unless, of course, the Whitesands LD
elements are also assumed to be placed in the LDP. On the methodological side,
we aim to have demonstrated that the identiVcation of LD across languages is no
trivial matter, but requires a careful investigation of the potential LD structures
on a language-to-language basis.
Our Vndings, preliminary as they might be, show that neither the simple di-
chotomy of integrated vs. non-integrated LD types nor the single LDP at the
sentential level are suXcient to capture all the various disguises in which LD can
occur in natural languages. For this reason we propose to view LD as a type of
structure which can occur in three positions – as an orphan, in the LDP and, prob-
7 The fully integrated type is not attested in our target languages, but it seems to be quite well
documented in Romance, Germanic, and in Greek (Anagnastopoulou 1997, Cinque 1997, Alexiadou
2006, Shaer 2009), so that RRG would probably have to allow for a clause-internal type of LD, too.
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ably, clause-initially (see footnote 7). These various positions are at least partly
responsible for the diUerences we Vnd across languages. We deVne two types
of LD that are intermediate between fully integrated and non-integrated – non-
integrated bound and loosely integrated – which help us classify our data. Future
research, both on our target languages and on a wider sample of languages, will
likely reveal further subtypes and result in a more Vne-grained classiVcation.
Abbreviations
A actor intr intransitive
acc accusative loc locative
assoc associative neg negative
aug augmentative nlzr nominalizer
c-s/p nominal class-singular/plural npst non-past
com comitative pl plural
comp complementizer poss possessive
contr contrast pot potential
cvb converb priv privative
dat dative prog progressive
def deVnite prox proximal
deic deictic pst past
dist distal ptcp participle
ds diUerent subject purp purposive
er echo referent rec reciprocal
ex existential refl reWexive
foc focus rel relativizer
hab habitual res resumptive
id ideophone sbj subject
impf imperfective sg singular
incl inclusive ss same subject
intj interjection stat stative
inst instrumental trns transitive
intsf intensiVer U undergoer
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